London, Tuesday 6th October

***FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE***

Thousands of Married People Embrace Adultery as
Marital Aid
Following news from the Office of National Statistics that divorces caused by infidelity are at an alltime low, UK dating site IllicitEncounters.com has polled its members to determine whether attitudes
to extra-marital relationships are chnaging.
The webiste, which describes itself as a dating site for married people, asked 4,000 of its members
whether they felt their affair had contributed positively or negatively to their marriage. 86% said they
felt their affair had a "considerably positive affect" on their marriage, and only 0.5% of members felt
their affair had worsened the state of their marriage.
When asked if they felt adultery seemed more acceptable today than 10 years ago, over 90% of
members stated a firm yes, citing "celebrity adulterers", "higher expectations for relationships" and "a
more secular society" as reasons for the shift.
"8 years ago, when the company started, it was difficult for IE to obtain coverage anywhere, so
offended were the press and public." Sara Hartley, site administrator, comments. "Today, we are
widely discussed on radio and in national newspapers."
"People are beginning to consider extra-marital relationships in a new light, perhaps as a device
intended to strengthen a marriage, rather than dissolve it. It seems, unlike Cheryl and Ashley, who
have just confirmed their separation after only 3 and a half years of marriage, many British couples
are choosing to stick together, for better and for worse ."
The ONS study showed that the percentage of divorces caused by proven infidelity has dropped from
18.5% (2007) to 17%. Overall, the rate of divorces per 1,000 married men/women has dropped from
13.4 in 2003, to just 11.5 in 2008.
Illicitencounters.com has just comissioned Britains largest survey on sex, love and marriage, which
the site hopes will give peole a greater understanding on the reasons why so many spouses choose
to stray, as well as gathering solid statistics on the finer details of marital sex. The survey will
question 4,000 married men and women, and results are due for publication next week.

